Our library is now looking fabulous after some much needed maintenance and re-arranging—we have more room for our families to visit and better access to our fiction books and toy library. We hope you will pop in soon to have a look at our ‘new-look’ library.

Sumeet, Helen and Sally

**NEW ITEMS**

**ADULT FICTION:**

*Populazzi.* Elise Allen. Cara has the chance to reinvent yourself as the person you’ve always wanted to be.

*Sweet salt air.* Barbara Delinsky. A long-term relationship between two friends comes to a head with secrets that could destroy their relationship but save others.

**ADOLESCENT FICTION:**

*Vortex.* Julie Cross.

*Big Thursday.* Anne Brooksbank.

*Reboot.* Amy Tintera.

*Shahana.* Rosanne Hawke.

*Steal my sunshine.* Emily Gale.

*The goddaughter.* Melodie Campbell.

**JUNIOR FICTION:**

*The perplexing casebook of Coco Carломагno and Alberta.*

*Juliet nearly a vet—the great pet plan.* *PRC*

*Graveyard watch.*

*Geronimo Stilton—cavemice watch your tail.*

*The spindlers.*

*The Invincible Ironman vs Crimson Dynamo.*

*That boy, Jack.*

*Forever Clover—Abbey spells trouble.*

*Forever Clover—Kate plays detective.*

*Almost naked animals—what could possibly go wrong?* My Australian Story—Snowy. *PRC*

**EASY FICTION:**

*The littlest bushranger.*

*Bamboozled.*

*King pig.*

*Scarlett and the scratchy moon.*

*Muddypaws and the birthday party.*

*Muddypaws.*

*My Dad does yoga.*

**NON FICTION:**

*Just joking.*

*Topsy-turvy world.* *PRC*

**DVDS:**

*Watchmen.* Rated MA 15+